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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED 104-10129-10022
AWARD OF INTELLIGENCE MEDAL OF MERIT

REFERENCES - A. UFGS-1387, DATED 21 MAY 62
B. UFGS-1385, DATED 21 MAY 62
C. UFGS-1386, DATED 21 MAY 62

Emilio A. Rodriguez

REFERENCES ADVISED WAVE THAT INTELLIGENCE MEDALS OF MERIT HAD BEEN APPROVED FOR HENRY J. SLOMAN, CLINTON A. WASGARDIS, AND CLINTON A. WASGARDIS. IT HAS BEEN DETERMINED THAT SLOMAN AND DIGERVENO COULD RETURN TO HEADQUARTERS FOR AN AWARD CEREMONY IN THE HEADQUARTERS BUILDING. IN THE CASE OF WASGARDIS, HOWEVER, SECURITY AND COVER CONSIDERATIONS MIGHT PRECLUDE HIS APPEARANCE IN THIS AREA. PLEASE ADVISE HEADQUARTERS IF WASGARDIS COULD ATTEND A CEREMONY IN THE HEADQUARTERS BUILDING, AND, IF SO, WHEN HE COULD BE AVAILABLE FOR THE PRESENTATION.
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